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ABSTRACT
· ,. D:o. dre MOS devices, the available integrated circuit proc~ssing
_~gJ c~S have shaped,. and Will continue to shape, . the desigp.s and per; . f CCDs. ,Particularly in industrial i'acili ties the adoption of
· -:;t:r~·xls oi' fabrication shortens development times and eliminates
£lnd eost of developing new technologies. If designs that use
: n·• mu·rr dimensions are also adopted then large high capacity memor:•l'l.a.gc sensors can be readily realized. The· technology of CCDs then
!.··, ways of organizing the· basic shift :registers to perform neces:,, t~:Gions such as imaging, memory and· signal processing, and the de. ·•n-chip input and output circuits to give linearity and low noise •
."•'"-of-the-art in all these areas is described •... The performance of
•.'aee a.nd bulk cha1mel- CCDs is already at a high level 1?-nd results.
w.Lth devices. a.re presented •. ·

c:t,snificant developw.ents now taking place lie in several directhe. processing technology, improvements in photolithography will. ·
a. s:i e:c to fabricate arrays with more elements. Careful control of
'\c·d:ion processes will reduce dark current to very.low values.· In
o• f'~sing we can exp:ect to see implementation of analog and digit8l
':J '.~h LSI cu.c;tom CCDs •
.
'

'

.

I. . HISTORICAL ELECTRODE STRUCTURES ..

n. /•

concept of a CCD was simplicity and elegance itself (ref 1).
to be done was to oxidize a silicon wafer and then etch one
!retal into little capacitors. Charge could then be transferred
, ce.;~aci tor to the next. The charge could be generated either with
appl;y'ing a large voltage spike to one capacitor and generating
nvalanc_he. · The··charge was detected by turning off the electrode
U-; into the substrate from which a signal current· was obtained.
1ues w·ere applied to 2 (ref 2), 8 and 27 electrode devices and
demonstrated CCDaction. In the latter cases the 3-phase in·c+•.cins "t<Tere :rna.de to off-chip buses by stitch bonding and the elesurrou..l1ded by a metal edge guard which could be biased into ac'.on to prevent unwanted carriers from entering the potential wells.
!LpJ.e tecbnolOIS.'C then began a decline into increasing complexity,
· :. still continuing. A diffusion was introduced to make input and
and diffused crossunders for the clock phases. Thick field
::d to prevent unwanted channels. The first CCD made in this
mnel, had eight elements and demonstrated delay and rudimen,nsing capabilities (ref 3). It also demonstrated poor charge
.iciency on dry days unless one breathed on the device so as to
.~t.ing fiL"ll in the gaps. Hmvever, on n-channel devices the fixed
Jfl
oxide keeps the channel turned on and more stable devices
inefficie~cies as l.ow as 2XLo-4. were obtained in a 96-element
(r
) • Also rnad.e were 13,000-element area. image sensors using this
·~dP
ru.ctm·e (ref 5}. However, the 1 meter length of 2-3 !lJil gaps
'~T~IJ
' good performance and which had to be free of shorts were
;~ho·~

~n~ics,
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impossible to fabricate consistently, although excellent demonstration
models were obtained. A 120,000-element device made in a similar way has
also been announced (ref 6).
II. CURRENT .ELECTRODE S'I'RUCTURES
Tricks can be used to form conducting layers above (ref 7). or below (ref 8)
the gaps, but mostly overlapping electrode structures (ref's 9-ll) ofeither
the 4-, 3-, or 2-phase type are preferred. Schematic cross sections of
these structures are illustrated in Fig~ 1. These structures can all be
n·POLYSILICON
n-POLYSILICON

-POLYSILICON

SILICON DIOXIDE

REGION
p·SILICON SUBSTRATE

Fig. 1

Schematic cross sections of overlapping electrode
2-phase electrode structures.

4-, 3-,

and

made using at least one level of polysilicon, which is defined and oxidized
prior to subse'quent levels of polysilicon or metal. This type of process:i.L\g
is similar to that used in self-aligned gate MOS technologies and hence is
compatible with many existing MOS production facilities. It also permits
the fabrication of high performance peripheral circuits on the same chip,
which becomes increasingly important as devices become more applications
oriented.
Before discussing the details of the above structures, it is approp~iateto
say a few words about the devices of which these structures may formapart.
There: are many applications, where large numbers of elements on one chip are
necessary, such as area image sensors, memory devices and other applications
in signal processing where several channels are processed in parallel or
multiplexed. Thus to be able to take fUll advantage of the charge-coupled
principle, it is necessary to be able to fabricate with high yielddevices
with very many elements. There are also other considerations of speed,
transfer· efficiency and cost, which force small electrode dimensions on the
designer. The width of the transfer channels will be chosen according to
the application. In recirculating memories this is defined by the size and
sensitivity of the regenerators, in area-image sensors by the spatial resolution required, and in analog signal processing devices by the required
signal-to-noise ratio in the output signal.
We will first consider the problems associated with the present MOS technology using conventional photolithography. The exposure and photoresist combination itself has a resolution limit that is on the order of 2 IJ)D., but the
existence of many defe<;:ts of these dimensions both in the photoresist and on
the mask make this an impossible design rule for large-area devices. In
addition, as the mask is used additional defects are introduced. 'I11is is
illustrated (ref 12) in Fig.; 2 which shows the increase in defect density
as .a function of the number of wafers exposed and the distribution of defect size in a used mask. Many of the defects in a used mask are in excess
of 5 IJ)D.. in diameter •.
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Summary of defects on clear
emulsion masks generated by
contact ( CP) and proximity
(PXP)·printing.

If we now return to the electrode
structures illustrated in Fig. land
define a minimum dimension L of
either a gap or an electrode and a
maximum registration error of R
(< L/2) then the minimum cell sizes
for the 4-phase structures, the 3phase; andthe 2-phase structure
are 4(L+R), 3L and 2L, respectively..
In .addition, in the latter two
structures shorts between electrcxi:s
on a given level (intralevel) that
might be caused by photolithograp~
ic defects are not fatal to the
whole device since they are always
at the same potential. In addition
to the small cell size of the latter
two structures~no contact windows,
another yield determining ·feature,
are required for each electrode.
Only gross windows for the metal
buses and any peripheral circuit~J
· are required.

The above structures aJ_l place reliance on· fom.ing a near perfect insulator .
on the metal electrodes. Using polysilicon for the electrodes, this is readily at't;ainable by using thermal oxidation. The disadvantages of depositing
and oxidizing several layers of polysilicon are the extra processing steps,
which require extra processing time and can increase the dark current.
'However, the use of polysilicon is an established and reliable MOS technology, vrhich gives controllable flatband voltages and self-aligned MOSFETs
for peripheral circuitso If phosphorus doped polysilicon is used, resistivities of 10.,.20 ohm per square can be obtained, which is adequate for even
television image sensors, without the need for buttressing the electrodes
with a real metal. Anodized aluminum (ref 13) is another contender to replace the polysilicon. Stability and radiation hardness are aspects of the
choice of the fabrication technology that are also relevant. However, in
contrast to normal MOS devices, changes in interface state density anddark
current are now important, whereas some CCDs can be quite tolerant to
changes in flatband voltage.
III.

4

3-PHASE, 3-LEVEL POLYSILICON TECHNOLOGY.

In fabricating our own devices we are usingJlOO) p-type silicon to give us
low interface state densities, growing 1500 Aof gate oxide and depositing
undoped polysilicon. This is doped with phosphorus, defined and oxidized ·
with a dry oxide. The process is then repeated twice for the 3-phase devices. Contact windows are opened and a Ti-Pd-Au metallization is used for
rails and bonding pads. Careful control of the material, the cleaning processes and the furnaces, the use of gettering and a correct processing
sequence are all required· to obtain low dark current.
A technology is only as good as the product so I would like to present one
or two experimental results. P..n n-channel analog delay line with 256 (30 IJ)ll)
elements with 3 levels of polysilicon and a channel vddth of 200 IJ)ll is one
device that has been well characterized (ref 10). Figure 3 shows the
charge handling capability and the transfer inefficiency E as a function
of· the pulse amplitude o The limiting value for . E of 5Xl.o-5 is attained at
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Transfer noise spectrum in
f'unction of frequency. ·

a

SCCD as a

These results show the
merits of an overlapping· electrode structure arid the low densii{y
of ~nterface and bulk
states in the SCCD and
the BCCD, respectively.
Using measurements of
both transfer loss and
noise in the SCCD, we
determine (refs·15,16)
a uniform surface stare
density of lXl.09 cm"-2
e v-l. Our measured bulk ·
state densities are give:1
in the previous paper (ref.
i4). The limits that
thesevalues place on
the performance of an
analog delay device and
an area image sensor
are seen in Table I
and Table II •.

TABLE I .
NOISE EQUIVALENT SIGNALS IN 500-LINE CCAIS AT LOW LIGHT LEVELS
(Active Element Area 20X30 ~2)
Noise Source
Input Noise of Background Charge
Transfer Noise
On-Chip Amplifier Noise C0 =0.2 pF
Dark Current Noise (10 nA/cr~)
Total Noise Equivalent

SCCD
200(7o(a))
450
180
100
54o(:::Qoo(a))

BCCD
. not required
.
20-80
180(few electrons(b))
100 ( 10 (c) ) .
~20(~o(b, c))

TABLE II
NOISE EQUIVALENT SIGNAL IN 256 ELEMENTS DELAY LINE
.(Active Element Area 200X30 ~)
Noise Source
SCCD
. Input Noise of Background Charge 6o0"'-900(220(a))
6o0-900(220(a))
Input Noise of the Signal
Transfer Noise Assuming
720
On-Chip Amplifier Noise C0 =0.2 pF
180
Dark Current Noise
6o
(l msec delay, 10 nA cm-2 )
96o ( 770 (a) )
Total Noise
40Xl.Q6
· . Maximum Signal for Vp=l4v·
94 dBta))
Dynamic Range
.
(a) Theoretical limit given by
(b) Use of ideal amplifier.
(c) Cooling by 6o°C.

·.·/2kTC

./3-q.

BCCD
not requi:J;ed
6o0-900(22o\a))
.. 70-370 .
180(few electrons(b))
6o
·

720(230 (a, b))
20><!.06

. 99 dBta,b))
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15 Vbut useful values of 2Xlo- 4 are
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3 Charge handling and transfer
inefficiency in a 3-phase 3-level
polysilicon overlapping electrode CCD
as a f'unction of operating voltage. ·

Fig~

obtained at only· 5 V. The limiting
value of E is mai:Qtained ·for drive
frequencies of 105 Hz up to 8xl06 Hz.
Figure 4 shows the output from the
·surface ·channel device both Without
and with a background charge when
two groups of ONEs are passed along
. the device separated by 18 and 2000
(not shown) ZEROs. The quantitative·
effects of the percentage of background charge on the leading ONE and
the first ZERO behind the group of
ONEs·. is shown in Fig. 5 for both a
surface (ScCD) and a bulk channel
(BCCD) device (ref 14). As can be
seen the BCCD is significantlybetter·without a background charge. A
measurement of transfer.noise (ref
15) is shown for the SCCD in Fig. 6.
This figure also shows measured in.,.
put noise and quantum noise.

BACKGROUND CHARGE

Fig. 4 Response of SCCDto a pulse sequence.
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IV.

DESIGN OF CCDs

The organization and design of· a CCD to carry out a specific function is a
technology all of its own, that must be tailored to one· of many particular
applications. In designing a 'full resolution telev.i,.sion image sensor where
ultimately there may be one-quarter m..i.llion elements it is important first
·and foremost to choose an organization that permits the simplest·and highest yielding electrode structure to be used. This can be accomplished with
tpe frame transfer organization (ref 4), which by using interlace (ref 17)
gives a. TV compatible signal. The requirements on transfer efficiency,
coUld be realized using either 2-: 3- or lJ.-phase overlapping electrode
.strU.ctures. The cell size is ·determined. by the diffusion of the carriers
in the bulk and in our devices was :ma,de 48 lffil along .the channel w"i th a
30 ·IJJ1l pitch between char,nels. A photograph of a camera and a 256X220e1ement device (ref 18) is shown in Fig. 7. The result obtained with this
camera (ref 18) is sho-vm in Fig. 8. There are several possible characteristic defects (ref 5) that can mar the performance and yield of these devices. These defects arise either from defects in the photolithography or
ejtching or from excess recombination. generation in the silicon. All of
these are a function of the processing technology.
The ability to make a small element size (16 lffil = 3X5.3 !1J11). using the 3phase overlapping electrode structure has permitted us to make a high re. s<Dlution, 16oO-element linear image sensor (ref 19) with a lateral trans-·
f~r into one register. The low transfer inefficiency of 3XL0-5 obtained
~h t~s. d~vice. permi ~s ·. ·high resolution linear image sensing with 800 line
pa1rs
lJ.m
t1ng resolutJ.on to be· performed.
· .
.. ·
•
I
.
.
.

1-

A'f least t}<T6 organizations. of memory devices are being developed by several
organizations. These consist of the serpentine arrangement with regenerat:i.on and multiple taps for applications requiring short read/-vr.dte latency
(~sees) and a serial-parallel-serial arrangement for a more compact' arrangement with longer latency (msec). The former arrangement requires cons~derable design technology in the peripheral circuits such as regenerators,
taps, tap decoding, etc., but will· function with a low perform..ance transfer
structure. The number of elements between regenerators and the idling powe:rl are primarily controlled by the dark current in the transfer channel.
Irl the serial-parallel~serial memory, the exciting possibility of multi1E1vel storage exists, but the number of possible levels a.lJ.d hence the capac:Lty of the memory will be primarily controlled by the· transfer· inefficienc;/ and the dark current.
.
·
· .
I

In, analog signal processing devices different considerations are important
in different applications. In analog delay and some filtering applications,
there is normally a need for flat freq_uency response, low noise and low
ha1rmonic ~distortion. The frequency response (ref 20) is controlled by the
va[.lue of nE, which can be <0.1 for many hundreds of transfers. Low noise
is controlled by the correct design and operation of input and output circuji.ts and by choosing a technology to give low surface or bulk state densitibs. In particular one w..a.jor source of noise is that in the pickup from
thf clock pulses (refs 15j21) •. This problem can be avoided by using a dif'rerential amplifier, 1-Thich if Used with two parallel registers in the differ~ntial mode (ref 22) of operation has certainother advantages.
Estimated noise values :for a 256-element analog delay device have already been
presented in Table II. The reduction of' harmonic distortion requires speci~l techniques at the input that eliminate the effects of dyna.mj.c conducta:ID.ce of the input gate and the varying depletion capacitancee The surface
potential equilibration method (ref's 20;23) where.the diode is pulsed to a
low value to fill the well under the input gate and then reverse biased to
1
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equilibrate the charge trapped· in this well is the· most linear •. A modified
version (ref 24) of this technique can give harmonic distortion figures as
. low as 6o dB. Matched filters, particularly for detection operations have
lower performance specifications, whereas transmission. transversal filters
are especially tough to ~esign •. In the latter case non-destructive
linear taps probably. with variable. weighting are ·required. Desigri techniques-for .this important application are presently being investigated.
Al:l.other aspect ~f design technology concerrdng these functional signal pro":'·
· cessing devices is the minimization of necessary power supplies, leads to
. the chip and ancillary chips~- . This may require the design of simple logic
configurations arid drivers on the charge-coupled chip itself •.
V.

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

The most signif:i.ca:nt developments of CCDs will lie in several directions.
In particUlar we can expect· to see improvements in photolithography, both
in the. ability to make smaller features but more importantly in the ability
to ~e larger devices with greater perfection. Direct electron beam ex~
posure of wafers. is certainly possible but a more likely combination would
be electron beam systems.· to form _masks followed by x~ray or improved non_contact printing of these masks •
. . The -careful. design· and control of the fabrication proces.ses to reduce dark
current is a probiem that 'rtll be with us for some time. Low currents
20 'n.Ajcrrf!. on finished devices. can _be obtained but consistent routine
uniform vaJ.ues
5 n.A/cm over 2 c~, as required for uncooled image sen.;.
sors,. are-.d.ifficult to obtain. Our results indicate that the starting
material., the cleanilig process, cleanliness of the.processing facilities
and the process sequences each have a profound effect on the dark current.
Even· the best storage times of simple capacitors pulsed .to 10 V can vary
·from (0.1 sec to )1000 sec on differently processed wafers. I believe
that attention to the above aspects with all the. careful. experiir,i.ents and
monitoring required will lead to an understanding of the mechanisms involved and to devices with very low leakage currents ( 5
~) ~

<

<

< nA/

. .

The two developments outlined above will make television image sensors with
525 and 625 lines a viable product. I also b_elieve that backside thindowri
·.Will become a viable process.
.

.

We now see the techriology being pu.shed using television image sensors as
very visible vehicles because of their uncompromising requirements, but we
will see many other products riding along with them and maybe ahead. The
cost of a memory using serial-parallel-serial organized devices and hence
the extent of their application will be directly proportional to the yield
of these multielement devices and inversely to the dark current, which
detexmines the number of levels that can be stored or the idle power. Th.e
· use of analog CCDs in many signal processing applications promises ·consideral:>le cost savings, but low·dark current again is often necessary-to en: sure low noise and uniformity. Careful. attention to the input and output
configurations is required to ensure low noise. and linearity. Thus further
.development of present MOS technologies and careful device design will be
essential to the application of CCDs.· There are. also potential advantages
in combining charge-coupled registers 'With bipolar, CMOS or MNOS elements
and this is an area for development. There are also exploratory efforts to
make CCDs on other materials than silicon for infrared image sensors •
. At this point in time with a good physical understanding of CCDs we can see
considerable efforts to firm up on a few. CCD technologies, to reduce dark
current and to.characterize and improve the performance and the peripheral
aspects o:f the devices. However, there is still areal challenge in the
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design areawhere CCD designers and systems engineers must work together
to innovate and design completely new. analog. and digi.tal ·custom chargecoupled LSI devices for both old and new systems. It is the success or
otherwise of these efforts that -.;.rill define the broad future of CCDs and·
the pace of development of CCD tecn_no1ogies.
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Fig. 7

Photograph of battery operated television
camera and 2 56><220 element CCAIS.

Fig. 8

Photograph of picture reproduced with
camera shown in Fig. 7. NTSC scan rates
were.used.
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